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To whom yit may concern: 
Be it known that I, STEUBEN T. BACON, of 

Boston, Suffolk county, Massachusetts, have 
invented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Li ght-Intensifying Attachments for Gas and 
other Burners, of which the following is a spec 
itìcation: 
This invention has'for its object the cou 

centration of the light from the iiame of a 
gas or other burner, whereby an increased 
and concentrated light may be thrown upon 
any surface where such light is required, 
either for artists’ work or for other purposes. 
To effect this result I make _use of a plano 
convex lens of glass, which is hinged to a 
bracket, which, in turn, is hinged to an arm 
projecting from and adjustable upon the gas 
or other iiXture for producing an illuminat 
ing iiame, there being at each of the hinged 
joints a set-screw, by which the lens or its 
bracket, when adjusted to any desired po 
sition, may be iirmly fixed and held in that> 
position. 

I have represented the manner in which 
my invention is or may be carried into ef 
feet in the accompanying drawing which rep 
resents a perspective view of the device at 
tached to the standard of a gas-burner. 
A is a plano-convex lens of glass, pivoted 

or hinged in a metallic bracket, B, being hung 
on the shanks of set-screw a, whose inner 
ends screw into sockets formed for them in 
the lens or vin a suitable frame encircling 
the same. The lens swings on these set 
screws, and, after being placed at any de 
sired inclination, may be there held by tight 
ening up the screws. The bracket B has a 
shank, C, whose lower end fits between the 
forked endl of a metallic arm, D. Aset-screw, 
b, passes loosely through one prong of the 
fork and the intermediate shank, and screws 
into and through the opposite prong of the 
fork, so that, after setting the bracket at any 
angle, it may be held in its position by tight 
ening np the set-screw. The arm D at its 
other end iits around the standard E of the 
gas ñxture, and is capable of sliding up and 
down thereon 5 and it carries a set-screw,c, 
by which it may be held firmly at any de 
sired elevation on the standard. The arm 

also turns on the standard, so that the attach 
ment ma-y be adjusted to any point around the 
burner. The arm may be of less length than 
represented, if desired. 

I am aware that it has been proposedto . 
use with a gas-burner a light-concentrating 
attachment, thelens of which is formed of water 
contained in a hemispherical cup. But this 
device is inconvenient on- several accounts. 
The surface of the water becomes soon cov 
ered with ilnpurities, and the water cloud 
ed with dust and other foreign matter, so 
that the cup must be frequently emptied and re 
filled, and it is not practicable to use this 
device with any other than a horizontal burn 
er, and in other than a horizontal position, 
otherwise the water would be spilled. And, 
again, the device is sensitive to very slight 
vibrations, which produce correspon din g move 
ments of the surface of the water, and thus 
interfere with the steadiness of the concen 
trated light. In the improved device which 
I have above described these objections are 
obviated. The lens can be used with a hor 
izontal or vertical or inclined burner. It can 
be set at any angle to concentrate the light 
upon a surface either directly below or to one 
side of the burner. . 
Having described my invention and the 

manner in which the same is or may be car 
ried into effect, I would say that I do not 
limit my claim to the precise number of joints - 
herein described, nor to the precise means of 
effecting the adjustment of the different parts, 
for it is manifest that these may be varied 
without departure from the invention, all that 
is necessary in this regard being that the at 
tachment should be capable of adjustment 
so as to concentrate the light upon any side 
of the burner, and either directly below it or 
obliquely from or to one side of it, whether 
the burner be vertical, horizontal, or inclined. 

I would further observe that I do not claim 
as my invention the glass lens of plano-con 
vex form, as that has been known before my 
said invention; but 
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let 

ters Patent, is 
A light-intensifying or concentrating at 

taehment for gas and other burners, consist 
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in g of a glass leus, iu combination with a frame In testimonyr whereof I have siguedmynalue 
or support, constructed substantially as here- _to this specification before tWo subsorlbíng Wlt 
in described, so that it may be attached to and nesses. ' 
adjustable upon the gas or other fixture, and STEUBEN T. ÈACON. 
so that the leus may be adjusted and set iu Witnesses: 
any desired position With respect to the ñame, J. RUSSELL BRADFORD, 
as and for the purposes vset forth. GEORGE H. FOLGER. 


